Reaction random walk systems are hyperbolic models for description of spatial motion (in one dimension) and reaction of particles. In contrast to reaction di usion equations particles have nite propagation speed. For parabolic systems invariance results and maximum principles are well known. A convex set is positively invariant if at each boundary point an outer normal is a left eigenvector of the di usion matrix, and if the vector eld de ned by the pure reaction equation \points inward" at the boundary. Here we show a corresponding result for random walk systems. The model parameters are the particle speeds, the rates of change in direction and the reaction vector eld. A convex domain is invariant if at each boundary point an outer normal is a left eigenvector of the \speed matrix" and if a vector eld given by the reaction equation combined with the turning rates points inward. Finally a positivity result is shown.
Introduction
Classical models to describe spatial motion and interaction of particles are reaction di usion equations. Assume n types of particles denoted by u j ; j = 1; : : :; n move on the line and their interaction is given by a system of ordinary di erential equations _ u j = f j (u 1 ; : : :; u n ); 1 j n; (1) then the reaction di usion equation is u t = Du xx + f(u); (2) with u = (u 1 ; : : :; u n ); f = (f 1 ; : : :; f n ) and a diagonal di usion matrix D with positive entries d j ; 1 j n. The subscripts t ad x denote as usual the partial derivatives with respect to time and space. Many monographs cover qualitative properties of parabolic equations (see e.g. Henry 13 ], Rothe 22] , Smoller 23] , Britton 3] and Lady zhenskaja, Solonnikov, Ural'ceva 19]). Reaction di usion equations su er from the de ciencies of the linear heat equation, that is in nitely fast propagation of particles. Many authors have discussed the underlying modeling problems. Einstein 6] criticizes the fact, that successive steps in Brownian motion are uncorrelated and hence arbitrarily large speeds are possible. Taylor 24] , F urth 8], Goldstein 9] and Kac 18] introduced a model for correlated random walk in one dimension. Holmes 17] , Dunbar 4 ], Hadeler 11] and Hillen 15] , 16] replaced Brownian motion in the reaction di usion equation by correlated random walks and they de ned hyperbolic reaction random walk systems. Holmes Here we prove an invariance result concerning reaction random walk systems and compare it to the results for parabolic equations. Roughly speaking we nd a vector eld (not f !) which is supposed to \point inward" at the boundary of the invariant region. Bony 2] was the rst who showed a result of this kind for ordinary di erential equations. Weinberger 26] and Amann 1] generalized it to parabolic systems.
In the next section we introduce reaction random walk systems and appropriate boundary conditions. Section 3 contains the known results on invariant sets for the parabolic equation (2) as far as they are needed here. In section 4 the invariance principle for reaction random walk systems is proved and the condition for preserving positivity is deduced. In the closing section 5 the results for hyperbolic and for parabolic systems are compared. Let the reaction (without motion) of the particles be given by (1) where f is at least C
1
. First assume that the reaction is independent of the direction of the particles and that new born particles choose either direction with the same probability. Then the reaction random walk system is for 1 j n (6) System (6) is equivalent to (4) . With f = 0 system (6) is a Cattaneo system for one space dimension and the generalization to higher dimensions is obvious.
In some sense the reaction random walk equations are more general than reaction di usion equations. Consider one particle type only (n = 1) and assume that solutions (u; v) of (6) are smooth. Di erentiate the rst equation of (6) 
(7) Divide (7) by 2 and let the speed and the turning rate go to in nity such that the quotient 2 =(2 ) ! d < 1. As a formal limit the reaction di usion equation u t = du xx + f(u) follows.
Limits of this form are considered rigorously by Milani 21] with a singular perturbation approach.
In the sequel we consider (5) 
In 14] it is proved that the reaction random walk system (5) To consider invariant sets we assume that solutions of the boundary value problems (5), (8), and (5), (9) and (5), (10) (12) where the dot denotes the inner product in IR k . This de nition of an outer normal is used by Amann 1] . In general the outer normal is not unique. Condition (12) is equivalent to maxf (z ? z 0 ); z 2 g = 0:
The invariance principle for reaction random walk systems, stated in the next section, uses an appropriate vector eld F which is supposed to point inward the region, i.e. (z) F(z) 0 for all z 2 @ . A condition of this type was rst used by Bony 2] to prove an invariance result for ordinary di erential equations. His result is not restricted to convex regions and the \inward" condition is needed only at boundary points which satisfy an outer sphere condition. Theorem 1 (Amann) Assume (P1) and (P2) then is positive invariant for (2) with each of Dirichlet (13), Neumann (14) or periodic (15) boundary conditions. To prove this theorem Amann writes the convex set as = fx 2 IR n : (x) 0; 8 2 g; where is a family of linear a ne functions. The sets f (x) = 0g for 2 are denoted as \supporting hyperplanes" of . Using (P1) he proves for each of this functions 2 a parabolic di erential inequality. With assumption (P2) he can apply Weinbergers maximum principle to show that for each solution starting in the inequality (u(t; x)) 0 holds for all 0 t < T.
Hence is invariant.
Invariance Principles for Reaction Random Walk Systems
Here we consider (5) with each of the prescribed boundary conditions (8), (9) 
In the special case of (4) F(y) = 
Remarks: (5) with each of the Dirichlet (8) , Neumann (9) and periodic (10) (12)). We consider two cases. 
Multiply equation (17) with to obtain, with (22) 
If the outer normal is of the form (0; ), we multiply (17) ?"; (27) ?" < 0:
Hence the vector eld H(z) satis es a strong inward condition at the boundary and with the rst part of this proof it follows that " is invariant for the partial di erential equation z t = Gz + H(z): Then with " ! 0 it follows that the set is invariant for (17). 
Discussion
The hyperbolic model (4) Example:
We consider one particle type only (n = 1). As in Fisher's equation (2) For the hyperbolic system we chose = 0; 
While f(z) = z(1 ? z) this is 2 : In the parabolic limit ( ; ! 1) this condition is void.
Remark: Together with a{priori estimates for the gradient of (u + ; u ? ) Theorem 2 can be used to show global existence of solutions as it is done by Amann 1] for parabolic equations.
